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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxy war initiated by Pakistan on our homeland.
KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.
We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced on multiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research and highlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.

A Review of

Human Rights Violations in Kashmir
for the month of SEPTEMBER 2021
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TERRORIST SHOOT DOWN A PROBATIONARY
POLICE OFFICER IN SRINAGAR.
THE INCIDENT CAUGHT ON CAMERA

12 September, in a deplorable act of violence,

to them; Arshid was a naive, who used to greet every

Jammu Kashmir Police Sub-Inspector Arshid Ahmad

passerby. The said terrible act of mindlessness won't

was brutally shot dead by armed terrorist in heart of

take anyone to the end, but for sure will destroy peace

the summer capital Srinagar. He was shot from point-

in Kashmir. Eyes fail to connect the gaze on such

blank range in Srinagar's Khanyar area at 1.35 pm on

loathful terrorist exercises, where stone-heartedness

Sunday.

to

subsists and human rights are violated like dealing

Kulmoona village of North Kashmir's Kupwara and

with the cattle, This animal culture instigated by

was on probation at Khanyar.

Pakistan

The

slain

police

officer

belonged

The terrorists shot at the officer from behind,
while he came down from the mart. In a video caught
on CCTV, terrorists can be seen shooting at the

has subverted the economic condition of

the valley, and the overall peaceful environment,
which had once again returned in the region.
These dastardly

officer. Earlier a CID inspector
was killed in a similar fashion,
while he was on his way to offer
Friday

prayers.

Fallen

to

battling

with

wounds,

he

immediately

was

bullet

shifted to a tertiary care hospital,
where he succumbed to injuries.
This

cruel

attack

general public, whose movement
Arshid aimed at serving his

people by cracking KAS. His

the

ground,

the slain police officer, according

is largely curtailed and hampered.
Meanwhile the aim and objective
behind

generosity and sincerity were

often discussed in the village

gatherings. Instigators of

violence have stolen the

brought

mayhem to the whole locality of

attacks spread fear among the

such

lowering
security

confidence

forces

are
of

viz-a-viz

destabilization in the valley. KRF
sturdily

condemns

wrenching
happiness of his family.

the

onslaughts

the

bloodbath

innocent police officer.

heartof

an
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AS A DECEITFUL MOVE,
TERRORISTS NOW
USE WOMEN
AS ARMS CARRIER

On Wednesday, 08 September

a woman would be doing so? And

2021, in an unprecedented move

the answer lies in the fact that

from the Bandipora district of

radicalization by motivating her to

North Kashmir, a woman carrying

wrongful

ammunition was apprehended by

intimidation

security forces during a routine

option

check up. It seems that terrorists

terrorists.

now utilize unique ways for safe

new concepts and

carriage

using women, the terrorists have

of

their

arms

and

paved
can

readily

ammunition to distinct places,

now

exploiting benefits from lenience

explosives

afforded

blasts

to women by the law.

way

By

this.

be

another

available

to

introducing

started
for

thereby

to

By

the
such

tactics of

transport

triggering

IED

disturbing

the

According to police, the woman

peaceful ecosystem of valley. If

was working as an over ground

only people will show a helping

worker

(OGW)

and

had

been

carrying such explosives earlier as
well. Preliminary enquiry reveals,
the woman admitted to working

hand to the authorities many lives
A new tactic employed by

terrorists for safe carriage of

arms and ammunition is in

for the outfit as an over ground
w o r ke r.

Many

anti-national

posters were also recovered from
her custody. It is to be noted, why

can be saved from killing and
hundreds of homes will not lose
their sons and fathers. It hence
becomes duty of citizens to favour

place. Terrorism has no gender,

it's an ideology

their security agencies in order to
bring back the normalcy to the
region.
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GRENADE ATTACK IN CHANAPORA,
CRPF MAN, LADY INJURED

On 10 September, Terrorists lobbed a grenade in

terrorists, who have been resisting the increasing

the Chanapora area of Central Kashmir's Srinagar

normalcy in the valley. The curtailment in freedom of

district. A paramilitary trooper of the Central Reserve

people is a violation of basic fundamental rights,

Police Force and a civilian lady were injured in the

enshrined

dastardly attack.

republic.

The Chanapora area is located in

in

constitution

Unfortunately

the Central Kashmir Region and
is situated at the bank of Doodh
Ganga.

The

grenade

attack

reverse,
The wide range of sufferings,

infliction of pain and spread of

came after few days of pause.
Inflicting pain and spill of fear is
the

main

aim

behind

the

explosion in public places. The
halt in free movement of people,
buying their commodities; going
to offices and coming back home
highlights

the

real

intent

of

in

of

every

Kashmir
and

democratic
the

such

issue

is

incidents

increase the ever prevalent panic
in the society. The hate speeches
from terror heads add fuel to the

fear are the basic aims behind

fire pots, which restrict locals to

explosions in public places.

raise their voices against them.

Curtailment of freedom adds

The lady who was injured, had

another nail to the coffin and

came to buy basic commodities
for her daily use. KRF sends a

violates fundamental right of

people.

harsh

condemnation

following the attack.

message
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HALF A DOZEN
GRENADES
SPOTTED OUTSIDE
THE QAT BUNKER
IN BEMINA
DIFFUSED
On

Monday,

a

big

concurrently

tragedy was averted by

the

security forces when six

region.

grenades piled together

destabilizes

prosperity

Terrorists

of

show

the

zero

were found on the busy

concern for human rights.

Parimpora-Pantha Chowk

If they were to be fighting

axis in Srinagar. The six

for the rights of Kashmir

Chinese

citizens,

grenades

recovered

were

from

a

sandbag placed on the

why

this

then

dastardly

approach

towards

locals.

the

The

divider of the busy road. The grenades were detected

dance of death is not just confined to government

in the morning during the road opening exercise

property but includes all vehicles and public property

along the National Highway 44 by ever alert troopers

created out of the local tax payers money. Shops

of the 73 BN. It must be noted that a big tragedy had

remain shut; none cares if anyone sleeps hungry.

been thwarted which would have
set

panic

in

the

Earlier, there was a downtrend in

region.

Trafficking of such explosives is a

terror incidents for some time, but
The trafficking of explosives

heinous

crime,

which

once

triggers the propagation of

triggered

would

create

blood

suspicion in masses. The post

both in the valley as witnessed in

effects of attacks, the scars left

past. The scars left after a blast
remain etched in the memories
of innocent citizens of Kashmir.
None can calculate the intensity
of fear that sets in to motion and

now the cases are rising again
disturbing

the

peaceful

serene

environment of the valley. KRF
condemns

the

dumping

of

explosives that take innocent lives
in memories remain revolving

in minds of people and spray

salt over the wounds.

and

destabilizes

the

ecosystem of the valley.

peaceful
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GRENADE LOBBED TOWARDS
SOG CAMP IN CHADOORA,
FAILS TO EXPLODE
Suspected terrorists on

away quickly. A rise in assaults

Tuesday, 14 September 2021,

on security forces have been

at

witnessed in past few months.

late

evening

hurled

a

grenade towards SOG camp

Numerous

in Mochwa area of

Central

however have been thwarted

Kashmir's

district.

by alert forces. From central

Budgam

such

incidents

However, the grenade failed to

Kashmir

explode. Notably, it was the

including north Kashmir as

second attack in a single day.

well,

In the first attack, security

alarming

forces were targeted on the

wherein

national highway, in which,

caused to innocent, civilians

four civilian pedestrians got
splinters and were rushed to
the

hospital.

came

closer

The
to

terrorists
the

fence

to

the

south

reports

Kashmir

witness

occurrences,

more

damage

is

and poor street vendors. KRF
Security forces have been the chief

target of terrorists in past and

continue to be in present as well.

lobbed the grenade and ran
Pedestrians are next in line.

condemns the wild incidents
pushed
terrorism.

by

sponsors

of
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THREE CIVILIANS INJURED IN
PULWAMA GRENADE ATTACK
On

Tuesday,

14

September

2021

afternoon,

economies are associated with them get unemployed

terrorists hurled a grenade on security forces in

automatically. The investment may come here only if

Rajpora area of south Kashmir's Pulwama. Armed

normalcy shows a smiling face, but the paradox is

terrorists lobbed a grenade while riding over the

terrorism is sponsored as if on monthly basis. Hence

highway, leaving three civilians wounded. Reckless

leaving no stone unturned in disgruntlement of

terrorists find solace in violation of the human rights

overall security scenario, shaking the environment of

of the common masses. It's a

prosperity.

mockery

forces

with

the

lives

of

Though

are

people whose movement get

valuable

curtailed due to witnessing

restoration

these tragedies on daily basis.

thwarting

The

dead-end

paving

lives
of

each

their

for

the

peace

and

pinnacle

of

way

for

terrorism, conflict is far more

only,

as

rooted in lines than one can

their manipulative roles have

imagine. KRF issues a strong

distorted the growth in all

condemnation for attacking

terrorists

is

on

security

death

sectors Kashmir. The issue of
rising

unemployment

is

directly related to terrorism in

Human rights violations are now

common in the valley. In double

numbers civilians receive injuries,

the valley, as tourist activity is
halted,

the

people

whose

security forces, whose role is
pivotal in restoration of peace,
with

their

Kashmir
barring free movement of people.

again.

support

can

be

only,

paradise
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1 KILLED, 5 OF A FAMILY INJURED
IN HANDWARA MYSTERIOUS BLAST

In a mysterious blast, a girl lost life and five other

the blast occurred in scrap material. The blast likely

members of the same family received wounds after a

have occurred in some scrap material. The explosion

blast

happened

residential

in

their

house

occurred

at

due

to

some

explosive material. There are

Tarathpora area of Handwara,

cases

where

in north Kashmir's Kupwara

been

attacked

district on Thursday, 17 Sep

unusually. Apart from directly

2021. The deceased has been

pointing

identified as Shabnam Bano,

families who do support the

17.

injured

terror outfits . This could be a

members of the same family

distinct way of punishing a

The

were

other

rushed

five

to

District

Hospital Handwara and are
under

treatment.

The

official

said

investigation

that

initial

suggests

that

by

have

terrorists

towards

the

A part from directly pointing guns

family acting in a nationalist

towards the families, terrorists

line. Our hearts go out to

employ many new techniques to

condition of two of the injured
is stated to be critical. A police

gun

families

support them, in the worst of
their time. KRF condemns the

make people suffer and instil

intimidation

attack on a naive family who
lost a girl and suffered wounds
to all family members.
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COP SHOT DEAD IN
A TERRORIST ATTACK IN KULGAM

top of it no one is
spared

including

government officials
p e r f o r m i n g
sedentary

policing

duties. Its deadly
worrying on behalf
of human rights, continually
being infringed. Curb in free movement is
another serious problem that needs to be addressed
by the UT government as terrorists takes away the
Friday, September 17, in yet another attack by

prosperity of the region day by day.

armed terrorists shot dead, a railway police cop in

A play is on toes concerning human rights in the

Wanpoh area of South Kashmir's Kulgam district on

mainland of Jammu and Kashmir. There is a shift in

Friday. Terrorists indiscriminately fired upon a railway

terrorism-related activities, more security concerns

constable identified as Bantu Sharma son of Nathji

for Kashmiris now. The bagged scars for situation in

near

was

Kashmir would be rewarded to Pakistan for playing a

immediately shifted to a nearby hospital in critical

down game with Kashmiris, never wanting Srinagar

Shamford

condition,

where

School.

Meanwhile,

he

doctors

declared him brought dead.

to be a place once called
Pak sponsored terrorism has

Hostile environment created
by Pak sponsored terrorism
has now engulfed thousands
of humans while performing
their routine duties, and on

Kashmirearth.

engulfed thousands of humans.

And on the top neither spared a

civilian nor a man in uniform.

the

KRF

paradise

on

condemns

the

attack on the innocent railway
personnel, who lost life by
bullets of terrorists.
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07 TERRORISTS NEUTRALIZED, ONE DERAILED
TEENAGER MANIPULATED BY TERRORISTS APPREHENDED
19, son of late Mohammad Lateef resident
of Punjab Pakistan. He admitted to be a
member of LeT, trained by the same outfit.
He had taken 3 weeks course at Khyber
camp

Muzaffarabad

in

2019.

After

completing his training, he was sent home
and recalled for important tasks this year.
One task given to him by the terror
handlers was to drop a supply in area of
Pattan, but looking at the recoveries and
modus operandi, it was quite possible that
Last week has shown a steep rise in infiltration,
seven terrorists were killed in last one week, five of

this infiltrating group had come for some kind of
strike which went beyond just dropping supply.

them at Line of Control. A 19-year-old terrorist was
apprehended by army after he pleaded for surrender.
The security forces exercised restrain and gracefully
accepted

the

surrender

offering

apprehended

terrorist food clothing and other comfort. Seemingly,
there is a huge movement on terror launch pads
close to LoC, desperation lies on part of Islamabad to
send in terrorists to disrupt peace and normalcy in the
valley. They as customary of their habits aim at
carrying some kind of sensational strike in Kashmir.
The ever alert Indian once against thwarted Pak
attempt on 18 of September night when the patrol
along the Line of Control detected an infiltration
movement,

which

resulted

in

a

fire

fight.

The

infiltration group was of six persons. According to the
army: When the encounter started, two of the
infiltrators had come across the fence while four were

Five of these neutralizations have come along
the LoC. The major recoveries in two operations on
LoC are 7 Ak series rifles, 9 pistols and revolvers and
80 grenades of various kinds along with Indian and
Pakistan currencies.
It isn't hidden that Pakistan is staging a multithread war against India, finds solace in worsening
the situation for neighbouring countries. Kashmir
valley, a place of saints has been turned into a
hinterland

by

terror

darkness."

investigation
terrorist
'revelations'.

Upon

Currently,
countries

58

are

non-state
recruiting

The

some
terrorist,

identified as Ali Baba Batra,

armed
and

groups

using

in

15

children.

Meanwhile, using a teenager for their ill motives is a
harsh violation of human rights; it blatantly goes
against the right to education, right to live and right to
freedom.

KRF

strictly

condemns infringement and
Youngsters are the prime concern of

Pakistan's infamous ISI, derailing

apprehended

made

violate

to the civilian population in the valley.

the Pakistani side, they took

and

Terrorists

human rights each day, no day goes off without harm

on the other side. These four (terrorists) who were on

advantage of the dense foliage

financing.

youth on the path of radicalism while

manipulation of basic human
rights of teenagers by terror
organizations, which loot and
plunder careers of youth by

conceptualizing them with the dreams

of the Jannat.

diverting
goals.

them

into

wrong
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AFTER KILLING OF THE COP,
NOW A NON-LOCAL LABOURER
ASSASSINATED IN KULGAM

On Friday, 17 September, a railway cop was

the way. The martyr cop was identified as Bantu

martyred and a non-local labourer assassinated in

Sharma,

two separate terrorist attacks in South Kashmir's

Wanpoh who was working as a Follower in J&K

Kulgam district. Terrorists indiscriminately opened

Police. Inspector-General of Police, Vijay Kumar, said

fire

police

that after the killing of top commanders, terrorists

constable near Shamford School in Kulgam district

were frustrated and resorting to targeting unarmed

this evening. The injured police constable was shifted

persons. "Terrorists and their handlers in Pakistan are

to the hospital. However, he succumbed to injuries on

frustrated with the recent elimination of top cards of

on

a

cop

and

critically

wounded

a

son

of

Trilokinath

Sharma

resident

of
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terrorists

and

twitter

peaceful

environment even after the

The dance of terrorism has slashed

death of separatist leader SAS

the smiles of a million faces.

Geelani. Thats why terrorists
have

killed

one

Several families have lost the lone

handle,

condemn

the

policeman in

"Strongly

killing

of

a

Kulgam. May

Almighty grant eternal peace
to the departed soult patience

unarmed
bread earners.

policeman (PSI) recently and

to

the

family

of

Bantu

one unarmed policeman &

Sharma. And May the killers

one innocent labourer today in Kulgam district", he

rot in hell." Terrorists also shot dead a innocent

said. The notorious Resistance Front (TRF) claimed

labourer from Bihar, at Nehama area of Kulgam

responsibility for both attacks. They read in the

district. Police said that a non-J&K labourer was shot

message that the labourer was targeted for being a

at by armed terrorists at around 8:25 pm at the

collaborator

Nehama area. The slain was identified as Shankar

of

security

forces.

The

majority

of

leaders including former Chief Ministers of J&K
condemned

the

killing

of

the

policeman

and

Choudhary, a resident of Bihar.
After the death of SAS Geelani, terrorists now seen

expressed condolences to the bereaved family. "I

puzzled and are triaging

unequivocally

in

masses, to perpetuate their nefarious goals, One

heartfelt

killing of non-local will spill fear and suspicion in the

condolences to the family & colleagues of Constable

whole non-local community working in the valley, as

Bantoo Sharma of Railway Protection Force who was

focus on them had been set by the terror outfits. The

killed in the line of duty earlier this evening.

general public is merely a spectator while daily spill of

Kulgam

condemn

district

of

the

South

terrorist

Kashmir.

attack

My

to propagate

fear among

Omar

blood is now a new normal, the public should take

Abdullah. PDP chief Mehbooba Mufti also tweeted:

strong note of civilian casualties and hurdle in their

"Very sorry to hear about the attack in Kulgam today

movement, none is spared whether it be a toddler or

that claimed yet another innocent life. Deepest

an adolescent. KRF in harsh words condemn the

condolences & prayers with Bantoo Sharma ji's

attack carried by TRF to spill fear and backlash the

family. May his soul rest in peace.

economic prosperity in the valley.

May

his

soul

rest

in

peace"

tweeted

Peoples Conference chief Sajad Lone also took to
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SUMMARY OF
TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
IN SEPTEMBER 2021
1.

There have been seven terrorist human rights violation in Kashmir valley in the month of Sep 2021.
(A) 05 civilians and 01 SF suffered injuries during these attacks.
(B) 01 civilians and 01 SF personnel lost the life in terrorist initiated incidents in the month of Sep 21.

Incidents

Civ Deaths

10

09

· 08 Sep 2021

· 10 Sep 2021
· 12 Sep 2021
· 13 Sep 2021
· 14 Sep 2021
· 14 Sep 2021
· 17 Sep 2021
· 17 Sep 2021
· 17 Sep 2021
· 23 Sep 2021

Civ Injured
02

Police / SF Death

Police / SF Injured

01

02

-

Woman OGW was apprehended by security forces in Bandipora

-

Grenade attack carried out in Chanapora, One lady, CRPF trooper
got injured

-

Arshud Ahmad, JKP Sub Inspector got killed by terrorists
in Srinagar

-

06 Chinese grenades were recovered in Bemina area, Srinagar

-

Grenade lobbed towards SOG camp in Chadoora

-

In Pulwama grenade attack, theee innocent civilians got injuries

-

One girl got killed, five other family members got injuries

-

Cop shot dead by terrorists in Kulgam, South Kashmir

-

Non-local labourer killed in Kulgam, South Kashmir

-

Seven terrorists killed, one teenaged terrorist apprehended near LoC
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